
Getting Things Done 
The art of stress-free productivity 

Most entrepreneurs and CEOs are good at coming up with ideas and leading other people, 
however the majority of us feel we could always be more organized. The book Getting Things Done 
was originally written by David Allen back in 2001. He more recently completely rewrote this classic 
book on getting more organized and becoming more productive because of how much the world 
has changed since way back then. Here are some key take-aways for entrepreneurs and CEOs who 
want to become more organized and more productive. 

What's most on your mind right now? (Something you have to deal with sooner than later) 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Next, describe in a single sentence, your intended outcome for this situation: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
(What would need to happen for you to call it done?) 

Next, write down the very next physical action required to move the situation forward: 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Reacting is automatic but thinking about what we have to do in a structured outcome, action needed 
framework requires conscious intent. 

The reason why most things are on your mind is because you want them to be different from how 
they are now. It could be that you haven't been clear about the outcome or the very next action, or 
you don’t have reminders in a reliable system that you trust. 

Your mind has a way of reminding you of doing things at a time when you have no ability to do 
anything about it. Your mind doesn't let go until it knows the thing you need to do is stored in a safe 
place outside of your mind. 

“Your mind is for having ideas not holding them.” 

Get in the habit of keeping nothing on your mind.  

Most entrepreneurs and CEOs have some form of collection device for capturing ideas and to-dos, 
but most of them are out of control or seriously underutilized. To make capturing work: 

1) Everything must be OUT of your head.
2) You must have as few capturing buckets as you can get by with.
3) You must empty them regularly.
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From now on my main “capturing bucket(s)” will be: ______________________________________ 

Use the time when you’re on hold on the phone to purge your email folders and old document 
directories. 
Schedule purge days. Year end is a great time. 

Labeled files (with an actual labeler) are proven to be more effective than hand written file folders. 

CREATING AN IN TRAY FOR EVERYTHING 
Search your physical environment for anything that doesn’t permanently belong where it is, the way it 
is and put it into your IN tray. This includes the things that aren’t that important, but still lying around. 
The 4 things that might NOT need to go into your IN tray are 1) office supplies (paper clips,  post-its 
etc.) 2) reference material (manuals, phone extensions, magazines etc.) 3) decoration (pictures, art 
etc.) 4) equipment (phone, printer etc.)  Any of these things that are out of date or need to be 
organized somewhere else still do need to go into your IN. If it doesn’t fit into your IN tray, write it on a 
sheet of paper and put it in the tray. 

If it is immediately evident something needs to get trashed, trash it then and there. If unsure, put it in 
your IN tray. Pile everything into your IN tray. Tackle desk drawers, counter tops, tops of cabinets, inside 
the cabinets, anything tacked on the wall that doesn’t belong, books that need to be read or donated, 
any catalogues or binders that are out of date. (create a ‘to read’ section for just those unread books). 

Capture everything in your physical environment that needs processing. 

When something occurs to you write it on a piece of paper and put it in your IN tray. 

When you get your head empty of everything, your IN tray is very full.  
Your IN does NOT stay in the IN indefinitely or it would creep back into your mind. The overwhelming 
volume of having so many things in your IN might seem scary. People resist doing it because of a lack 
of having a good organizing and processing methodology to handle it all. 

GETTING YOUR IN TRAY TO EMPTY 
You don’t have to immediately handle all of the actions and projects you’ve captured. Next, you have 
to identify every item and determine what it is, what it means and what you’re going to do with it. As 
you process your IN, don’t cherry pick, leaving some things unprocessed.  

“What’s the next action?” - Do you need to call someone? Buy something? If there is no action, trash it, 
incubate it (example: an event you’re considering that’s weeks away) or add it to your reference 
materials area. You should process everything in your world. Determine Incubate it items, put things 
into your someday / maybe list or a tickler file. Most importantly, get it off your mind right now.  Create 
the action steps for everything that is actionable. (Physical, visible activities) Decide what the next 
action is: Do it now if 2 minutes or less, delegate it or defer it to work to do later. Repeatedly ask “am I 
the best person to do this?” 

The 7 Primary Categories To Manage, Organize and Track 
1) Projects List 2) Project Support Material 3) Calendar Actions and Information 4) Next Actions Lists 5) 
A Waiting For List 6) Reference Material 7) A Someday / Maybe List
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All you really need are lists and folders (digital or paper). Your lists can be items inside of those 
folders. Lists should be a functional way of keeping your head clear. 
Managing email based workflow: 
Create a folder for any emails that require more than 2 minutes that you need to act on. Make sure it 
is sorted at the top. For example, “@Action Folder” then “@Waiting For” folder. Save CCs and BCC 
copies in your “@Waiting For” file. If you use an email application that allows you to, move it into a 
task list. See if your email application has a ‘send and file’ option. Get EVERYTHING out of your email. 
Nothing resides there. 

The subtle, smaller things we tell ourselves we need to deal with are actually the more challenging 
stresses to handle because they’re not in your face. The weekly review is the critical success factor for 
marrying your larger commitments to daily activities. A complete projects list is the linchpin for that 
orientation.  

The way you create projects and subprojects within those projects does not matter as much as it 
matters that you review all of the components of your projects as frequently as you need to to stay 
productive. No sorting tool is perfect. You just have to be aware of everything by reviewing weekly 
etc. 

Put your big projects in the “Projects List” and hold sub-pieces in your “Project Support Material” 
making sure to include them in your weekly review. 

The 3 Kinds of activities during the course of your workday: (Be more aware of which one you are in) 
1) Doing predefined work 2) Doing work as it shows up 3) Defining your work.

People let themselves get sucked into dealing with unplanned and unexpected things that show up 
much too easily at the suffering of the other two. Regular processing of your IN tray and defining your 
work with consistent review of your lists gives you the ability to make a conscious call on trading off 
predefined work or converting to work that just showed up. 

“There are no interruptions really, there are simply mismanaged occurrences.” 

The moment to moment balancing act: Interruptions are unavoidable in life. Become elegant at 
dispatching what’s coming in. 

There is an extraordinary shift in energy and productivity whenever individuals and groups have 
installed asking the question “What’s the next action?” as a fundamental and consistently asked 
operational standard. Always be habitually asking that one next action question. It is common sense 
yet rarely done consistently. 

Even the author says he frequently falls off the wagon, but it is about having an ability to quickly and 
easily get back into operating in this more organized and sorted way, with nothing sitting in your 
mind. 

When will you go through everything in your office and get it more organized: _____/_____/_____ 
(Get out your calendar and block off that entire day now) 
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* Check out: https://gtdconnect.com/store/home.php?cat=263 for Getting Things Done best 
practices /set up guides for things like Google apps for android, iPhone, evernote, outlook and others 
(from $10-$15)
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